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ABSTRACT

This paper examined the use of qualifiers as elements of modification in President Nana Akufo-Addo’s 7th State of the Nation’s Address. It is a qualitative research which employed content analysis to identify patterns and meanings within the text and draws inferences on the communication and context in which they were produced. Through the purposive sampling technique, one hundred (100) sentences were selected and analysed using Mudhsh et al’s (2015) Immediate Constituent Analysis (ICA). This theory provides a paradigm which breaks a sentence down into its constituent parts to help understand its underlying structure and meaning. The finding revealed that there is the preponderance usage of qualifiers in his modification of the nominal group structures than modifiers. Again, most of the qualifying elements in the address are made up of phrases and clauses; hardly were there single words used as qualifiers. It also established that qualifiers are significant in establishing and clarifying meaning in sentence structures and speeches. This underscored the fact that the use of qualifiers in modifying utterances makes information more vivid, more effective and ultimately more receptive to the reader/audience.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Grammatical analysis in both linguistic and situational context gives better options for the understanding of language in English studies. Because of this important role it plays, scholars around the world have written extensively on the use of grammar and its correctness in English. For instance, Quirk et al (1985) elaborate the explicitness of post-modification in noun phrases. They illustrate the principles guiding the combination of words to form phrases, phrases to form clauses/sentences in English and their complexities. This complexity comes as a result of conjuncting and modifying words in the language. Therefore, it is impossible to talk about clauses and sentences or a comprehensive text without the modifying elements because of the clarity they bring to meaning. Qualifiers are words, phrases or clauses which follow a headword in a nominal group structure to provide more information about the headword. In many cases, they occur after the headword to provide additional information to aid comprehension of the text. Therefore, they are important element or components of modification, more especially, in textual analysis approach used in the study of language function.

The term modification in this study refers to the relationship of modifiers to the headwords that are prevalent in the nominal group structures. The basic structure of the nominal group is Modifier, Headword and Qualifier MHQ. However, our focus is on qualifiers which follow after headwords and dependent clauses which are realized in complex sentences.

2.0 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Political discourses have attracted attention from many scholars for diverse reasons. The most important of them is that it plays a key role in the socio-economic, health and educational aspects of the people. Knyazyan & Hakobyan (2018) investigated gender language in political discourse, notably speeches of Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton. Key among the study was investigation on how the two politicians use qualifiers in their speeches. Their work revealed that Clinton used more of relative qualifiers in her speech, perhaps, to make her speech less certain which can be regarded as a characteristic of the female gender. On the other hand, Trump made use of absolute qualifiers, thereby being more decisive and exact.

Thomas & Bowen (2020) looked at how students linked information contextually and co-textually over more extensive larger phrases. Their study investigated the writers’ revision decisions within the theme, information, and identification systems, as well as the logical metafunction, using keyboard logging software (Inputlog). The finding revealed that prepositional phrases make up the majority of qualifiers; so writers may be able to create complicated qualifiers and additional (marked) themes by placing a clear emphasis on them. While qualifiers, for instance, are the modifier with the least specifying potential and hence often have less of an impact on semantic
gravity; they arguably have the greatest potential to increase semantic density.

Adjei-Fobi (2011) looked at how Kwame Nkrumah, Ghana first president and Jerry Rawlings, former president (1981 to 2000) used metaphors in their speech. The study examined ten speeches delivered by each politician, analyzing them using Aristotle’s theory of rhetoric, Burke's idea of dramatism, and Lakoff's idea of metaphor. The author claims that the reason Nkrumah and Rawlings' reigns lasted so long can be attributed to their oratory.

Logogye & Ewusi-Mensah (2021) investigated the use of transitivity in the address and the roles it plays in political discourse in inaugural address to Ghanaians by President Nana Addo Dankwa Akufo-Addo. The study was grounded in Halliday's Systemic Functional Grammar and analyses the text using a qualitative research design. The investigation concluded that the president used more primary process types than secondary process types in his inaugural address.

Israel (2022) studied Ghana’s President, Nana Akufo-26th Addo’s official update (address) to Ghanaians on the improved steps made to combat the coronavirus pandemic. In order to control the spread of the virus, it is important to assess how competently and effectively the president and indeed, his government, communicate the measures to control the disease to Ghanaians. The study revealed that the update was successful in halting the spread of the lethal disease since it satisfied the validity claims outlined by Habermas.

Suciati & Ambarini (2018) examined the political discourse among women. Three Indonesian female politicians’ speeches – Khofifah Indar Parawansa, Bunda Rita Widyasari, and Emilia Puspita – were studied. They looked at the figurative language that speakers employed to influence the audience during the election campaign using Norman Fairclough’s socio-semiotic model of Critical Discourse Analysis and Halliday’s theory of Systemic Functional Grammar. The investigation revealed four main ideological preferences: social harmony and patriotism; regional autonomy in Indonesia’s three regions; internationalism and consciousness. The study disclosed that in the provinces of Indonesia, salutations, contrasts, modalities, and pronoun are frequently employed tools by female politicians for successful speeches.

Despite the important role qualifiers and modifiers play in effective communication, there is a noticeable limited study on them in political speeches in Ghana, specifically on the current President’s speeches. In view of this, this study is a step in filling this gap in scholarship by examining the use of qualifiers as elements of modification in the President Nana Akufo Addo’s (PNAD) 7th State of the Nation Address (SONA) which falls under a political discourse.

3.0 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

1. What types of sentence structures employed qualifiers as elements of modification in PNAD’s 7th SONA?

2. What types of qualifiers are used as elements of modification in the identified sentence structures?
3. How do qualifiers and modifiers contribute to the effective communication in PNAD’s 7th SONA?

4.0 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

This study is underpinned by Mudhsh et al’s (215) Immediate Constituent Analysis (ICA). This is a method of sentence analysis which was first introduced by Leonard Bloomfield and developed further by Rulon Wells. Today, the practices of ICA have become widespread and have been viewed from different angles. ICA is an implicit assumption that linguistic structure, especially syntactic structures are layered structures amendable to analysis by progressive dichotomous cutting. It is a potent tool capable of revealing the underlying meanings and patterns of spoken or written language. Grammatical structures become meaningful when there is a harmonization of words or units with different hierarchical structures within the larger structure forming a relation. Again, a structure is a constituent when individual units (words) are viewed in relation to the entire structure and the ultimate constituent of a given structure is the morpheme which is the building blocks (Thakur, 1998). This theory dissects a sentence into its component elements forming a hierarchical order to establish meaning or make a proposition.

The ICA acknowledges that certain expression may come with some structures having conjunctions that invariably may be difficult to segment. However, these structures are represented differently or assigned a different representation in the diagrammatic sense. The representation can be realized in two approaches: the Top-down approach and the Bottom top approach. The Top-down approach specifies how larger units are broken down into smaller units whereas the Bottom top approach considers how the smaller units are amalgamated to larger units (Thakur, 1998). Therefore, this theory becomes helpful in analyzing changes in the nominal group structure in linguistic texts. It equally becomes helpful in analyzing modifiers, nominal group structure, and complicated texts where it may be more challenging to understand the connections between sentence pieces. To the structuralists, meaning making does not constitute the measure of whether or not a structure is a sentence rather, its mechanical examination does. Therefore, the structural components identification, composition and “tree structures” description determine how sentences are constructed syntactically and how they are parts of practically every IC breakdown.

5.0 REVIEW OF LITERATURE

(A) MODIFICATION AND QUALIFICATION

Language is considered one of the most powerful tools for communication. According to Carter & McCarthy (2015), one of the key aspects of effective communication in English is the use of qualifiers and modifiers. A modifier is a word or a group of words that changes or enhances the meaning of another word in a sentence. Qualifiers and modifiers are words or phrases that provide additional information about another word or phrase, thereby adding precision and clarity to the communication. The different types of modifiers in English include adjectives, adverbs, prepositional phrases, participial phrases, infinitive phrases, and clauses (Carter & McCarthy, 2015).
Adverbs are types of modifiers that modify verbs, adjectives, and other adverbs. They provide information about the manner, place, time, frequency, and degree of the action or state being described (Thompson, 2004). Therefore, modifiers, such as adjectives and adverbs, play a crucial role in adding specificity, vividness, and nuance to language. Adjectives provide descriptive details and help paint a clearer picture of the noun they modify. They contribute to visual imagery, sensory experiences, and emotional impact in communication (Nordquist, 2020). For example, the use of adjectives like “beautiful”, enormous” and “intriguing” enriches the description of objects, places, or characters in literature while adverbs, on the other hand, modify verbs, adjectives, or other adverbs, and add information about the manner, time, or frequency of an action. They help provide a deeper understanding of how an action is performed or experienced (Crystal, 2003). Adverbs like “quickly”, “carefully” or “surprisingly” offer insights into the speed, manner, or unexpected nature of an event, enhancing the overall meaning of a sentence.

Some common examples of qualifiers include – adjectives: some, few, a few, many, most, several, a couple of; adverbs: probably, definitely, possibly, likely, perhaps, and other parts of speech: partly, mostly, almost and nearly. Furthermore, qualifiers can be used in communication to express degrees of certainty, accuracy or generalization. One frequently used qualifier to indicate a partial quantity or proportion is “some”. For instance, the use of “some” in a research context is generally used to acknowledge that findings are applicable to a subset of participants or cases (Huddleston & Pullum, 2002). Other common qualifiers such as “often” and “typically” suggest a high frequency or likelihood, recurring patterns or behaviour, without implying universality. Again, “often” is used to express general tendencies in social sciences research while “typically” is frequently used to indicate a usual or expected occurrence which conveys a sense of regularity or commonality without implying absolute certainty. “Typically” is used in academic writing to describe commonly observed phenomena or patterns. Additionally, qualifiers such as “possibly”, “likely” and “probably” convey degrees of possibility or probability. These qualifiers are employed to express a level of uncertainty or to suggest that a particular outcome is plausible but not definitive (Huddleston & Pullum, 2002). Brown (2018) illustrates the use of these qualifiers in scientific research to acknowledge potential variations or alternative explanations.

Qualifiers and modifiers help to add precision, clarity, and emphasis to written and spoken communication, making the message more specific and understandable. They also help to convey the tone and intent of the message, making it more engaging and impactful for the audience (Swales, 1990; Hyland, 2004; Biber et al, 2003). According to Thompson (2004), qualification refers to the use of qualifiers, which are words or phrases that modify or limit the meaning of another word or phrase. He further explains that qualifiers can be adjectives, adverbs, or other parts of speech that help to express a level of certainty, doubt, or possibility. Martin & White (2005) add that the use of qualifiers is important for effective communication for several reasons: 1. qualifiers help to clarify the
meaning of a statement by limiting or modifying its scope. They help to convey a level of accuracy or certainty in a statement and 3. qualifiers can be used to soften the tone of a statement, making it more diplomatic or polite.

The use of modifiers helps to create a vivid and descriptive picture of the subject or object being described. The use of qualifiers in communication is very essential because they help in indicating the level of confidence, limitation and clarity of the message and prevent overgeneralization. It also promotes critical thinking and intellectual honesty. Johnson (2015) indicates that qualifiers enable researchers to acknowledge the limitations and uncertainties associated with their statements and findings. This practice fosters transparency and intellectual integrity by signaling that conclusions are based on available evidence rather than absolute certainties. Furthermore, he states that qualifiers aid in avoiding misunderstandings and misinterpretations/misconceptions and therefore provide the necessary potential context. This in turn helps to manage expectations and guide the interpretation of information, ensuring a more accurate understanding by the audience as well as play a crucial role in building credibility and trust in communication. Therefore, the use of qualifiers in communication is essential for effective and meaningful discourse. They enhance precision, promote critical thinking and build credibility (Brown, 2018; Williams, 2016).

(B) POLITICAL DISCOURSE

Political speeches are very important for the survival and continuous growth of democracy and governance in every society. They are used often to highlight government’s achievements, challenges and projections. In Ghana, SONA centres largely on the economy which possibly determines the citizens’ opinions based on the impact of the ruling government. In Ghana, organizations, cooperation bodies, different institutions and of course individuals assess the performance of the government in power and gain insights into the plans being taken by the government in tackling pertinent issues affecting the citizenry through SONA. Israel et al (2023a) assert that people’s views and attitudes are significantly influenced by political speeches and these attitudes/discourses are usually the bases for the expression of political philosophies by opposition parties, organizations and even individuals.

As would be expected, from reactions and public opinions in the electronic and print media, a section of Ghanaians believe that PNAD led administration has performed remarkably well amiss the global economic crisis. However, others are of the view that the ailing economy is as a result of the failure on the part of government in the management of the economy. Nonetheless, the interest of the language assessors differs from those in political colours. The primary objective of the speaker, depending on the means of communication, is to create, change, or reinforce attitudes and behaviour, and the audience may decide to assess, accept or reject the message (Altikriti, 2016). Therefore, for an effective communication, a speaker must be able to communicate without contradictions, and this can be achieved through a thorough understanding of the
morphology, syntax, grammar, and pragmatics of the language used in the communication event (Israel et al. 2023b). Politicians deliberately craft their communications in a way that can be readily accepted by an audience through the use of techniques that put their messages across effectively. By doing so, they employ the use of some linguistic items that aim at unveiling the component of rhetoric and ensuring clarity in their speeches. One of such technique is the use of modification. According to Amaireh (2023), the art of using language is rooted in the notion of how a speaker or writer might employ language techniques to produce the impact as required information needed.

Politics varies according to one’s situation and purpose. Politics is viewed as cooperation, as the practices and institution which a society has for resolving clashes of interest over money, influence, liberty, and the likes (Chilton, 2004). Kirvalidze & Samindze (2016) considers political discourse in the context of globalization as a subject of interdisciplinary studies. The growing academic interest towards political discourse can be regarded as a social request to reveal and generalize not only the peculiarities of political thought and actions, but those linguistic means politicians employ in their discourse to effect and control public opinion (Nimmo & Combs 1983; Wodak 1989, Bayley & Miller 1993; Wadok & Chilton 2005; De Landtsheer & Feldman 2000; Chilton & Schaffner, 2002; Bayley 2004; Kirvalidze 2012; Kirvalidze & Samindze, 2016).

Critical review of special resources devoted to the study of political discourse has revealed that it can be analyzed from at least four viewpoints:

- From the political point of view on the basis of which conclusion of politological nature are made
- From the linguistic viewpoint proper; when the researcher analyses the textual aspect of political discourse considering it as a verbal macro sign in its socio-cultural and political context
- From the psychological point of view the aim of which is to reveal and define those strategies that are employed by a politician covertly or overtly in his/her speech to gain political influence upon the addressee
- From the individual-hermeneutic viewpoint during which the speaker’s personal attitudes towards the target political situation are revealed.

Words, actions and events work together. Words interpret events or actions as well as constitute political facts, while actions in various ways help words gain their political efficacy. The analysis of political discourse therefore treats discourse as an instrument of doing politics, either in a strategic or constitutive sense. In fact, every political idea or action is born, prepared, realized and controlled with the help of language. Therefore, the literature on political discourse presents various viewpoints that
highlight the role of power, ideology, rhetoric, deliberation, and digital media. These viewpoints provide different lenses through which scholars analyze and understand political communication. Understanding and considering these viewpoints enhances our comprehension of the complex nature of political discourse and its implications for democratic processes, power dynamics, and public opinion formation.

6.0 METHODOLOGY

This is a qualitative study which employed the content analysis design to identify patterns or meanings within the content and draw inferences about the communication and context in which they were produced. The speech under consideration was retrieved from www.myjoyonline.com, one of the main websites of the Multimedia Group Limited, a reputable media outlet situated in Accra, Ghana.

Purposive sampling method was used to select the data for the analysis. Sixty (60) sentences were identified for analysis, i.e., twenty (20) sentences each from simple, compound, and complex sentences. According to Wales (2005), examining a lot of data, notably in qualitative research, carries the risk of duplication and redundancy, which researchers must constantly endeavour to avoid. This is in tandem with the views of Aronoff & Fudeman (2011) who emphasize that the use of a large amount of data is inappropriate; stating that “it is generally accepted that data sets for linguistic analysis do not have to be large... a sample of 15-30 sentences can be sufficient for many types of analysis” (p.45).

7.0 ANALYSIS

PNAD’s 7th SONA consists of one hundred and four (104) paragraphs with two hundred and eighty-four (284) sentences. The analysis of the data was done to provide answers to the research questions early posed. Selected sentences were analysed by examining the use of qualifiers and their relationship with the head words as well as subordinate clauses that play similar roles in that regard.

Question 1. What types of sentence structures employed qualifiers as elements of modification in the PNAD 7th SONA?

The sentence types identified in the address are simple, compound, and complex sentences. Below are examples from the data; the qualifying elements are in bold faces/underlined:

a. Simple Sentence

1. The economic consequences from the pandemic have been devastating. (paragraph 29)

The prepositional phrase attributes the cause of the hardship in the country to COVID and goes further to describe the nature of this pandemic as being devastating.

2. We will need even more of such bipartisan maturity to meet the challenges confronting us at this time. (paragraph 7)

The prepositional phrase “to meet the challenges confronting us at this time” appears after the headword “maturity” which functions as a qualifier. The president recommends that the Members of Parliament (MP), irrespective of their political affiliations need put their differences aside and work together for the good of Ghana.
3. Mercifully, we did not lose a single child to COVID in school. (paragraph 32)

The underlined structure “to COVID in school” provides more information about the absence of infant/child mortality record in Ghanaian schools during the period of the deadly virus.

4. Mr. Speaker, I thank the House for its support throughout this process, including the passage of key revenue laws. (paragraph 44)

“Of key revenue laws” in the structure above reinforces the actions that were taken by the MP’s especially the implementation of vital laws.

5. These policies are aimed at achieving two results that are critical to the health of our economy. (paragraph 54)

The qualifying phrase “to the health of our economy” confirms the importance of two policies that have been executed by the government which help the economy: the Gold Purchase Programme by the Bank of Ghana and the Gold for Oil.

b. Compound Sentence

1. It stands as a reminder to all of us that our country has chosen to travel on the part of democracy and at the heart of that journey is the idea that the government can only govern with the consent of the people. (paragraph 4)

The clause underlined qualifies “the idea” by explaining the speaker’s presence in the house as the president, to be a result of the approval of the majority of Ghanaians through voting.

2. It is important we never forget that democracy is not a static achievement, but a process that needs continuous nurturing. (paragraph 5)

This structure shares the view that for the realization of democratic advancement in the country, collective effort is needed. This task requires that all the actors in the governance process work to ensure that democracy is cemented in all facets of the Ghanaian politics.

3. The early years of the return to democracy were fraught with challenges, but the years have seen the deepening of our democratic culture to a point where a candidate of the minority side in Parliament, today, presides as the Speaker. (paragraph 6)

The clause offers detailed information about the state of Ghana’s democracy. It gives clarifying information to the reader about the maturity of the country’s democratic principles which contrasts with the practice in the early stages of the country’s democracy.

4. Mr. Speaker, to come before this House to deliver a Message on the State of the Nation is a symbol and practical demonstration of accountability, and I have always treated the occasion with utmost respect. (paragraph 9)

The underlined phrase projects the president’s recognition of the relevance of parliament and as he carries his duties as the president with a dignified accountability to the Ghanaians.

5. Indeed, freedom of speech has now reached such heights that even members of the diplomatic corps feel able to join in our national discourse, and pronounce on matters that would be problematic for Ghanaian diplomats in their countries of origin. (paragraph 5)
Here, the president uses the underlined qualifying elements to indicate the level of political tolerance in the political dispensation, where foreign nationals can speak to issues which otherwise may not be the case in elsewhere.

c. Complex Sentence

1. The theme of the year recognizes and celebrates women who are championing the advancement of transformative technology and digital education. (paragraph 3)

The relative clause in the structure defines the qualities of women worthy of celebration which is the core for this year’s theme for the women day celebration. It emphasizes the role that women ought to play especially in the 21st century.

2. However, because parliament directly represents the citizens of our nation in this hallowed chamber, it will always be the reminder of those struggles. (paragraph 5)

The underlined qualifying element/phrase projects the parliament house as an embodiment of the Ghanaian voice in respect to decision making and governance at large. The views, opinions and expectations of the citizens are discussed in the Chamber thereby making the House an important place.

3. All households enjoyed free water supply and huge discounts on electricity bills, because access to water was a necessity to ensure people adhered to hygiene practices, and access to electricity was important as everybody was encouraged to stay at home. (paragraph 31)

The President uses the underlined phrase to establish how important it was to provide water during the crucial moment of COVID19

4. Mr Speaker, when we make an assessment of what the state of our nation is, it would necessarily have to include what state it was in yesterday, the state it is in today and what state it would be in tomorrow, based on reasonable grounds of expectations. (paragraph 10)

The structure completes its meaning in the main clause where the speaker calls for a keen reflection on the state of the nation in line with the democracy, notably accountability in the public space.

5. And I believe there are many Ghanaians who will vehemently disagree when some say there is nothing to show for all the funds that have been at my government's disposal. (paragraph 40)

The underline qualifying element above gives more information to the headword “fund”.

Question 2. What types of qualifiers are used as elements of modification in the identified sentence structures?

The analysis revealed the following:

1. PHRASE AS QUALIFIERS

PNAD made use of phrases as qualifiers in his address. Below are some extracts:

a. We will need even more of such bipartisan maturity to meet the challenges confronting us at this time. (paragraph 7)

The speaker uses the prepositional phrase in the sentence to specify particular action required to
address issues of the nation. It also establishes the rationale for the bipartisan maturity mentioned.

b. The economic consequences from the pandemic have been devastating. (paragraph 29)

Here, the phrase informs us about the source of the economic uneasiness. It also helps us to appreciate the extent to which the pandemic has affected the economy.

c. All households enjoyed free water supply and huge discounts on electricity bills, because access to water was a necessity to ensure people adhered to hygiene practices, and access to electricity was important as everybody was encouraged to stay at home. (paragraph 31)

The phrase in the subordinate clause details the reason for the President’s initiative to reduce electricity bill and give free water supply to the people during the difficult times.

2. CLAUSES AS QUALIFIERS

a. The theme of the year recognizes and celebrates women who are championing the advancement of transformative technology and digital education. (paragraph 3)

The relative clause is a restrictive clause that defines the kind of women recognized and celebrated. The clause becomes the qualifier of its antecedence.

b. It stands as a reminder to all of us that our country has chosen to travel on the part of democracy and at the heart of that journey is the idea that the government can only govern with the consent of the people. (paragraph 4)

The qualifying unlined clause above gives more information about the idea expressed in the sentence. It informs the reader the decision taken by the country to practice democracy.

c. The early years of the return to democracy were fraught with challenges, but the years have seen the deepening of our democratic culture to a point where a candidate of the minority side in Parliament, today, presides as the Speaker. (paragraph 6)

This clause highlights depth democratic tolerance in the country particularly in the Parliament where opposition member becomes the Speaker of the House.

Question 3. How do qualifiers and modifiers contribute to the effective communication in PNAD’s 7th SONA?

The use of qualifiers as element of modification in President Nana Akuffo Addo’s 7th state of the nation address is very crucial because it allows the President to use varies different linguistic items to get his message across to the audiences. The use of qualifiers in sentences makes his communication less personal and assertive to a more liberal and involving.

Additionally, they contribute in making the massage more expressive in tone and purpose, which increases the audience’s interest and perception of the message. Qualifiers are known be used to soften the tone of a statement, making it more diplomatic and more courteous, and these are what they
contributed to the President’s address. The phrase and clause qualifiers he used help to clarify the meaning of his statements by restricting or moderating their scope. SONA being an important address in the democracy of any country, the qualifiers PNAD employed in the 7th address also help to communicate a level of accuracy or assurance in his statements.

8.0 CONCLUSION

This study has been conducted under the premise that qualifiers are indeed very important in text modification. They are significant elements of modification due to their role in supplying details and making clarifications for a deeper description and identification persons, things and ideas. Effective communication requires a thorough understanding of language morphology, syntax, grammar, and pragmatics, and mastery of qualifiers and modifiers to create precision, clarity, and engaging communications. The information that comes after the nominal group structure gives the listener/reader more information, clarifies doubts and enables him/her to attribute certain qualities, characteristics, behaviour to the message contains in a text.

This study revealed different types of qualifiers that occur in simple, compound and complex sentences as well as genitives which further revealed their syntactic and semantic applications in the address. It also highlights modification of various structural types of sentences: simple, compound and complex sentences. The finding further revealed that there is the preponderance usage of qualifiers in the modification of the nominal group structures than modifiers. Again, most of the qualifying elements in the address are made up of phrases and clauses; hardly were there single words used as qualifiers. This draws the conclusion that the effective use of variant sentence structures and the effective modification of the nominal group structures in his 7th SONA demonstrate the president’s linguistic competence and his consciousness in politics and governance at large. However, it is very interesting to note that the address did not record single words as qualifiers – adjectives and adverbs and the places where they appeared, they appeared within a phrase or a clause.
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Mr Speaker, I am glad to be here in this august House to perform, once again, one of the most pleasant duties on the calendar of the President of the Republic, that is, to give Honourable Members and the Ghanaian people a Message on the State of the Nation, in fulfilment of article 67 of the Constitution.

(P1)

In accordance with protocol and convention, it is good to see that my wife, the First Lady Rebecca Akufo-Addo, Vice President Mahamudu Bawumia, Spouse of Mr. Speaker, Mrs. Alice Adjuah Yornas Bagbin, Chief Justice Kwasi Anin-Yeboah, and Justices of the Supreme Court, Chairperson Nana Otuo Siriboe II and Members of the Council of State, Chief of Staff of the Office of the President, Hon. Akosua Frema Osei Opare, and officials of the presidency,
Chief of Defence Staff, Vice Admiral Seth Amoama, the Inspector General of Police, Dr. George Akuffo Dampare, and the various Service Chiefs, are all present. Mr. Speaker, the House is also duly honoured by the welcome attendance of the former Presidents of the Republic, their Excellencies John Agyekum Kufuor and John Dramani Mahama, former First Lady, Her Excellency Nana Konadu Agyemang Rawlings, and the Dean and Members of the Diplomatic Corps. (P2)

Mr. Speaker, it is the 8th of March today, and that means it is International Women’s Day, the day set aside globally to honour all women. Please allow me to acknowledge and appreciate the significance of the day, and heartily congratulate women all over the world, and especially women in Ghana, for the role they play in realising the dreams, cares and aspirations of humankind and of this great nation. The presence of women leaders, at both the local and national fronts, have advanced rights, enhanced equality, and, in general, improved the living standards and quality of lives of all concerned, including that of men. The theme for this year recognises and celebrates women who are championing the advancement of transformative technology and digital education. (P3)

Mr Speaker, apart from my own personal fond memories as a member of this House, Parliament stands as a symbol of our democracy and its values. It stands as a reminder to all of us that our country has chosen to travel on the path of democracy, and at the heart of that journey is the idea that the government can only govern with the consent of the people.

Mr. Speaker, it is important that we stress this point because after thirty years of democratic practice, we may be tempted to take it for granted. We need to remind ourselves that our compatriots, the majority of whom are in their early adulthood, have no personal recollection of the struggles that got us to this point in our development. In the same way that only a small percentage of our population can recall life under colonial rule, similarly the memory of dictatorship, one party rule and military rule is receding into the dim past, and the struggles that have brought us so far are disappearing into the recesses of history. (P4)

However, because Parliament directly represents the citizens of our nation in this hallowed chamber, it will always be the reminder of those struggles. It is important we never forget that democracy is not a static achievement, but a process that needs continuous nurturing. Indeed, Mr Speaker, we must remind ourselves that, in our country’s political history, it is the restoration of Parliament to its proper place that has always symbolised the restoration of power to the people. And dare I say that when constitutional rule is interrupted, it is Parliament that is shut down, the other arms of government continue to operate. (P5)

Thirty years ago, this House convened for the first time to mark the commencement of the Fourth Republic. The early years of the return to democracy were fraught with challenges, but the years have seen the deepening of our democratic culture to a point where a candidate of the minority side in Parliament, today, presides as the Speaker. (P6)

This is no mean achievement. Given the way the numbers shaped up in this House after the 2020 elections, many cynics and sceptics predicted a doomsday scenario for this Parliament, but instead of a meltdown, we have witnessed considerable cooperation and unity of purpose among all parties and factions. This is to a large extent a measure of the maturity of our political culture and democracy. We will need even more of such bipartisan maturity to meet the challenges confronting us at this time. (P7)

Today, we live in a country in which we enjoy complete freedom of expression, freedom of association, freedom of assembly, freedom of religion and political affiliation. Indeed, freedom of speech has now reached such heights that even members of the diplomatic corps feel able to join in our national discourse, and pronounce on matters that would be problematic for Ghanaian diplomats in their countries of origin. Nevertheless, Mr Speaker, it seems to me the important thing in our free speech
environment is actually to try and hear each other, instead of raising the decibel level of our individual points of view. (P8)

Mr. Speaker, to come before this House to deliver a Message on the State of the Nation is a symbol and practical demonstration of accountability, and I have always treated the occasion with utmost respect. This address offers us, as usual, the opportunity to provide an honest assessment of our country's situation, and seek the support of all in addressing it with hope and confidence. (P9)

Mr Speaker, when we make an assessment of what the state of our nation is, it would necessarily have to include what state it was in yesterday, the state it is in today and what state it would be in tomorrow, based on reasonable grounds of expectations. (P10)

How far back should we be looking to make a judgement on the state of affairs today? (P11)

Mr. Speaker, I believe that the issue, above all, that is, quite properly, dominating the concerns of all Ghanaians is the gravity of the economic situation of our country, and how we can quickly stabilise the economy, and work our way back to the period of rapid economic growth. Our currency has been buffeted, our inflation rate has been very high, and, for the first time in our lives, debt exchanges have become the language of everyday conversation. (P12)

As such, Mr. Speaker, I wish to make a departure from the usual format of Messages on the State of the Nation, and concentrate, predominantly, on the economy, which will enable me, nonetheless, also to make some statements about the state of our agriculture, education, energy, health, infrastructure, mining, tourism and security. This is not to belittle the contribution of the other sectors to the growth of our country, but I believe the exigencies of the moment justify the position I am taking, particularly as all sector Ministers continue to provide official updates on happenings in their respective sectors. (P13)

I have said, and many others, including the Managing Director of the IMF, have said that our economy was doing well until COVID-19 and the war in Ukraine took us off course. (P14)

Maybe, because of the severity of the present difficulties, or maybe because it suits their preconceived agenda, some people are unwilling to accept that we were on a good trajectory until the arrival of COVID-19. The Ghanaian people, however, accepted this proposition, as evidenced in the results of the 2020 presidential election, which were unanimously endorsed and upheld by the seven-member panel of the Supreme Court. (P15)

Mr Speaker, allow me to go back on a short trip down memory lane, and remind ourselves what things looked like back at the beginning of 2020, when I came to this House to give an account on the state of our nation. (P16)

This is what I told this House on 20th February 2020, and I quote: “Mr. Speaker, in three years we have reduced inflation to its lowest level (7.8% in January 2020) since 1992. For the first time in over forty (40) years, we have had a fiscal deficit below five percent (5%) of GDP for three years in a row. For the first time in over twenty (20) years, the balance of trade (that is the difference between our exports and imports) has been in surplus for three (3) consecutive years. Our current account deficit is shrinking, interest rates are declining, and the average annual rate of depreciation of the cedi is at its lowest for any first term government in the Fourth Republic. Our economic growth has rebounded to place Ghana among the fastest growing economies in the world for three years in a row at an annual average of 7%, up from 3.4% in 2016, the lowest in nearly three decades. The international investor community has recognised this development, resulting in Ghana, today, being the largest recipient of foreign direct investment in West Africa. Our economic growth has rebounded to place Ghana among the fastest growing economies in the world for three years in a row at an annual average of 7%, up from 3.4% in 2016, the lowest in nearly three decades. The international investor community has recognised this development, resulting in Ghana, today, being the largest recipient of foreign direct investment in West Africa. The sovereign credit ratings agencies have upgraded our ratings, and also improved the outlook for this year, notwithstanding the fact that it is an election year.” (P17)

Mr Speaker, that was where we were at the end of February 2020. (P18)
Three weeks after this speech, in which I expressed our sympathies and solidarity with China on the difficulties they were having with a new virus, our world changed. The virus, I referred to, arrived in our country and in the rest of the world with a vengeance. (19)

Within weeks, we were in the middle of a lockdown, our airports and land borders were closed. Schools and factories and even markets were closed. The hospitality industry was brought to its knees. Our economy, like much of the rest of the world, went into a tailspin. (P20)

We took many decisions, we did many things which, according to the science, were the most reliable and trusted ways to save lives and livelihoods at the time, which may look strange and unnecessary today, but that is from the safe perspective of not waking up to check on the COVID-19 infection or death rate. (P21)

Indeed, there were some who suggested that we cancel the national identification registration exercise, and even postpone the 2020 general elections. (P22)

Who would have thought that, today, anybody will be questioning the fumigation of schools and markets? I recall, vividly, the straight talking I received from a group of our most eminent physicians and other scientists on the urgency of fumigating all public spaces, including offices, schools, hospitals, markets, churches and mosques. The few who could afford it fumigated their homes. (P23)

Today, the science might be that such measures make no difference to the spread of the virus, but criminality or reckless spending cannot be ascribed to the decision to undertake such measures. (P24)

Mr Speaker, you might remember that we could not produce veronica buckets fast enough. Today, it is not an obligatory item on anyone’s list of purchases. (P25)

In dealing with the crisis generally, I did not meet anyone brave enough to suggest that considerations of money should be a hindrance to anything we needed to do in the fight against the virus. (26)

I was and I am grateful that the people of Ghana rose to the occasion and, together, we went through the crisis and came out well by defying the doomsday predictions about the inevitability of dead bodies on our streets. I am grateful that we saw the wisdom in helping each other, and I thank those who contributed their expertise, time and energy to the fight against the virus, and I thank those who contributed to the COVID-19 fund that was set up to help us meet some of the expenditures.

The economic consequences from the pandemic have been devastating. (P27)

Mr Speaker, it is precisely because the economic fallout from the pandemic is so widespread and long lasting that it is important to show clearly that the COVID funds were not misused. It is critical that we do not lose the confidence of the people that a crisis that they were led to believe we were all in together was abused for personal gain. (P28)

Mr Speaker, it was Government that asked for the COVID funds to be audited, and I can assure this House that nothing dishonourable was done with the COVID funds. The responses from the Ministers for Health and Finance, on January 23 and 25, 2023, respectively, have sufficiently laid to rest the queries from the Auditor General’s report, and I believe any objective scrutiny of these statements from the Health and Finance Ministries would justify this conclusion. (P29)

We provided five hundred and eighteen million cedis (GH¢518 million) of grants and loans to micro, small and medium-scale enterprises (MSMEs) through the NBSSI, now the Ghana Enterprise Agency, in which three hundred and two thousand, five hundred and fifteen (302,515) enterprises benefitted, of which sixty percent (60%) were women-owned. These were MSMEs that were in distress as a result of the pandemic. For some traders, the receipt of one thousand cedis (GH¢1,000) made the difference between the ruin of the household and survival. (P30)
In addition, fifty-eight thousand and forty-one (58,041) health workers were employed to supplement the existing health sector workforce. Subsequently, all of them have been absorbed as permanent workers in the health sector. Frontline health workers were also granted fifty percent (50%) tax relief for the period. Was that something to regret? We should be forever grateful for the work that so many people did to keep all of us safe. All households enjoyed free water supply and huge discounts on electricity bills, because access to water was a necessity to ensure people adhered to hygiene practices, and access to electricity was important as everybody was encouraged to stay at home. It also provided an economic cushion to protect lives and livelihoods at a time of difficulty. Today, the government support for utility bills is being projected by some as a waste or to use that word, so beloved of some commentators, profligate. (P31)

Mr Speaker, the government took a deliberate decision to try and keep the inevitable disruptions across all our lives down to a minimum in the education sector, by opening schools and education institutions as soon as it was made safe to do so. It was an expensive undertaking and not universally popular. But faced with the prospect of a whole generation of our children losing irreplaceable years of education, and the real likelihood of many of them dropping out of school forever, we took the brave decision to open the institutions. Even then, it is worth pointing out that the school year has not fully returned to the predictable pre-covid calendar. After the event, some might be tempted to forget the volumes of sanitizer and other logistics it took to keep the schools open and safe, in much the same way as some might now choose to forget the vitriol that came from some who should have known better, threatening hell and damnation when, according to them, the children start dying in the schools. Mercifully, we did not lose a single child to COVID in school. I would like to suggest that, with the best will in the world, Mr Speaker, no auditor can put a figure on the cost of keeping the children in school safely during that crisis, nor the continuing cost of the effect of the pandemic on our young people; not the financial cost, not the emotional cost, and certainly not the social cost. But we must thank the Almighty that we have survived to repair the damage, and begin to rebuild our economy. (P32)

Beyond the use of COVID funds, there are legitimate questions being asked about how the country’s debt situation got where it is. (P33)

Mr Speaker, let me state emphatically that we have not been reckless in borrowing and in spending. It is worth noting that the debts we are servicing were not only contracted during the period of this administration. (P34)

Mr Speaker, we have spent money on things that are urgent, to build roads and bridges and schools, to train our young people and equip them to face a competitive world. Considering the amount of work that still needs to be done on the state of our roads, the bridges that have to be built, considering the number of classrooms that need to be built, the furniture and equipment needs at all stages of education, considering the number of children who should be in school and are not, considering the number of towns and villages that still do not have access to potable water, I daresay no one can suggest we have over borrowed or spent recklessly. (P35)

Yes, I have been in a hurry to get things done, and this includes massive developments in agriculture, education, health, irrigation, roads, rails, ports, airports, sea defence, digitisation, social protection programmes, industrialisation and tourism. We can be justifiably proud of the many things we have managed to do in the past six (6) years. As I go around the country, I hear the pleas for roads, schools, hospitals, and, as the rainy season comes, I wish, as every other Ghanaian does, that we would have built more drains than we have. And I wish we had the resources to do more. (P36)

But, Mr Speaker, I am proud of the amount of work that we have done, especially in the road sector. Roads constitute the largest number of questions asked in this House by Members of Parliament; a large amount of the monies we borrow are for road construction. Shall we dare stop constructing roads? (P37)
Mr Speaker, I would like to state categorically that this Government has built more roads than any government in the history of the 4th Republic, and Mr. Speaker, the details of all these roads are attached in the annex to this Message. I have done so because, last year, when I made a similar pronouncement, I was met with howls and gasps of incredulity from the Minority benches, and so I thought it appropriate, this time, to present it as an annex to the Statement, which will be part of Hansard. (P38)

Beyond the construction of roads, Mr Speaker, this NPP administration has:

- implemented successfully a National Identification System with the Ghanacard;
- constructed more railways than any other government in the Fourth Republic;
- established the Zongo Development Fund to address the needs of Zongo and inner-city communities; and under their auspices, we have constructed more infrastructure in the Zongo Communities than any other government in the Fourth Republic;
- constructed more NCA licensed fibre optic cable than any other government in the fourth republic (93% of total);
- increased the proportion of the population with access to toilet facilities from 33% to 59%;
- increased the number of public libraries from 61 from independence until 2017 to 115 in 2022;
- provided more equipment (vehicles, ammunition, etc) to security services than any other government in the Fourth Republic;
- we have successfully implemented the digital address system;
- improved significantly the financing of governance and anti-corruption MDAs like the Ministry of Justice and Office of the Attorney General, NCCE, CHRAJ, EOCO etc.;
- implemented One District, One Factory Initiative. In four years, 106 companies are in operation under 1D1F. 148 factories under construction. This is the largest expansion of that sector since independence;
- constructed more fish landing sites than any other government in the Fourth Republic;
- established Africa’s first national scale electronic pharmacy platform;
- provided free Wifi to 700 senior high schools, the 46 Colleges of Education, 260 district education offices, and an initial successful pilot of 13 public universities;
- introduced drones in the delivery of critical medicine, vaccines and blood to people in remote parts of the country and today, Ghana has the largest medical drone delivery service in the world with six Zipline Distribution Centres in Omenako, Mpanya, Vobsi, Sefwi Wiawso, Kete Krachi and Anum; and
- overseen an improvement in revenue collection, with the introduction of an e-VAT and e-Invoicing System. For example, figures from nineteen (19) taxpaying companies onboarded unto the e-Vat system revealed total recorded monthly sales increasing from two hundred and twenty-two million cedis (GH¢222 million) in November 2021 to seven hundred and twenty million cedis (GH¢720 million) in November 2022. Again, in December 2021, total monthly sales of two hundred and eighty-four million cedis (GH¢284 million) also saw a huge increase to one billion cedis (GH¢1 billion) in December 2022. (P39)

Indeed, the evidence of how state funds have been used to improve our society is all over the country. No district or constituency has been left out. And I believe there are many Ghanaians who will vehemently disagree when some say there is nothing to show for all the funds that have been at my government’s disposal. (P40)

Mr Speaker, I would like, at this stage, to brief the House on how the talks with the International Monetary Fund have been going since the
announcement on July 1, 2022 of our intention to engage the IMF for a funded Programme. (P41)

Mr Speaker, having reached the Staff Level Agreement on December 12, 2022, after five months of intense negotiations, and completion of most of the prior actions required under the Agreement, we are on course for the IMF Staff to present to the IMF Executive Board Ghana’s Programme request for a three billion dollar (US$3 billion) Extended Credit Facility by the end of the month. (P42)

Mr Speaker, the three-year IMF Programme, anchored on Government’s Post COVID-19 Programme for Economic Growth (PC-PEG), aims at restoring macroeconomic stability and debt sustainability, whilst protecting the vulnerable. It is a strong reform programme, which relies on frontloaded fiscal measures to increase domestic resource mobilisation and streamline public expenditures to support inclusive growth and enhance social protection. (P43)

Mr Speaker, I thank the House for its support throughout this process, including the passage of key revenue laws. However, a few more of these measures, namely the Income Tax (Amendment) Bill, Excise Duty and Excise Tax Stamp (Amendment) Bills, as well as the Growth and Sustainability Levy Bill, are outstanding and need the urgent attention of the House and passage to complete the prior actions. This will put us in readiness for our presentation to the Fund Board, and, more importantly, bolster our domestic revenue mobilisation efforts. (P44)

Mr Speaker, it is clear that, given the extent of the fiscal and debt sustainability issue we are addressing, fiscal adjustment and structural reforms are not sufficient for the restoration of debt sustainability. A critical component of the measures we are implementing to address the current economic crisis is the debt operation, involving both domestic debt and external debt. The debt operation is aimed at returning the country to debt sustainable path by 2028, by reducing the debt-to-GDP ratio on a general classification basis and, in present value terms, from 103% in 2022 to 55% by 2028; and reducing the external debt service-to-revenue ratio from 29% in 2022 to 18% by 2028. (P45)

Mr Speaker, in order to achieve these goals, the decision was taken to execute a Domestic Debt Exchange Programme (DDEP), in addition to fiscal adjustment, external debt operation and structural reforms. (P46)

The participation rate of 85%, representing tendered bonds of GH¢83 billion out of the total eligible bonds of GH¢29,749,624,691, constitutes significant success for the DDE Programme. The GH¢83 billion bonds that were successfully tendered, also, represent 64% of the outstanding domestic debt stock of GH¢130 billion at the end of December 2022, as pension funds have been expressly exempted from the DDEP. (P47)

I want to take this opportunity to thank organised labour, pensioners, pension fund managers, the Ghana Association of Banks (GAB), Ghana Securities Industry Association (GSIA), Ghana Insurers Association (GIA), the Individual Bond Holders and Retirees Forum, and all others who have contributed to make the Domestic Debt Exchange Programme a success. (P48)

Mr. Speaker, I know it has been said over and over again in the past few weeks, but the voluntary nature of the DDE Programme bears repeating, as is the fact that the Government is committed to honouring all coupon payments and maturities in respect of both old bonds and the new bonds in line with Government fiscal commitments. (P49)

Mr. Speaker, we are also making progress on the external debt negotiations since the Government announced an external debt service suspension on 19th December 2022 for certain categories of external debt, to ensure an orderly restructuring. This suspension is an interim emergency measure toward a comprehensive external debt operation which will contribute to the restoration of our debt sustainability in line with our request for a debt treatment under the G20 Common Framework. I want to express our appreciation to the members of the Paris Club and to the Peoples’ Republic of China
for the co-operation they have so far exhibited to us in attempting to reach an agreement, and in their attempt to establish an Official Credit Committee. We look forward to their fast-tracking the needed financing assurances for IMF approval. We are confident that, with their co-operation, we will reach our March deadline for going to the Fund. (P50)

Mr. Speaker, we remain resolute in our vision to restore macroeconomic stability and promote inclusive growth. (P51)

Mr Speaker, Government recognises that sustained growth must be deliberate, especially in a global landscape marked by forces of technology, trade, and intense competition. It requires a combination of leadership, social cohesion, and deep investments in core capabilities of people, firms, and institutions to harness our opportunities. This is why together with our private sector counterparts, we are anchoring Ghana’s medium-term growth drivers on competitiveness, integration, adaptation and digital innovation, all aimed at raising per capita GDP from the current two thousand, five hundred dollars (US$2,500) to four thousand, five hundred dollars (US$4,500) (aligning with the Ghana Beyond Aid Charter) by 2030. (P52)

Mr Speaker, concluding the arrangements with the Fund will not restore our fortunes overnight, but it will set us on the road to recovery. With fiscal discipline, we will regain the trust and confidence of our business partners and the investor community, which will give us space to continue our productive plans and policies. (P53)

However, in addition to our engagement with the Fund, we are also seeking and implementing some original and innovative ideas to try to solve our problems. For example, the Gold Purchase Programme by the Bank of Ghana and the Gold for Oil Policy are creative uses of our resources, which are already bearing fruit. These policies are aimed at achieving two results that are critical to the health of our economy. Firstly, they will help us preserve foreign exchange, especially the US dollar, and secondly, they will enable us to stabilise the price of oil products such as petrol and diesel on the domestic market. We have already seen some success on both fronts with the price of US dollars and petroleum products falling since we announced the policy and began to implement it. (P54)

The average price of petrol at the pump, which had risen to GH¢20 a litre, in the middle of December 2022, is now GH¢13.80 a litre. The price of diesel had risen to more than GH¢23.70 a litre and is now selling on average at GH¢13.80 a litre, which is a reduction of almost GH¢10 a litre. We expect this trend of falling fuel prices to reflect soon in our daily lives since transport fares affect the price of everything. I hope the trend of prices going up and coming down becomes a regular feature of our retail economy as is being demonstrated in the fuel prices. Because, as we all know, prices, especially of petroleum products, used only to go up in our country. (P55)

I do worry about the extraordinary expenditure on security at our borders but we do not have a choice but to spend resources to keep our borders safe. We dare not compromise on the safety and security of our nation, and my first responsibility as your Commander-In-Chief is to keep all of us safe. The foundation for all development is the safety and security of our nation and its people. (P56)

The reality of the state of affairs in our neighbourhood demands that the government goes to great lengths to ensure the security, safety and stability of our nation. The threats of terrorism and violent extremism surrounding us require that we pay maximum attention to protecting our borders, and working in collaboration with our neighbours to keep our country and the Region safe. This is the prime motive for the Accra Initiative, which is already yielding results. (P57)

Mr. Speaker, I am able to cite here some of the equipment we have provided the military to help them protect us all. Allow me to list a few. The Army has received 104 armoured personnel carriers; seventy (70) utility troop carrying vehicles; twenty (20) armoured vehicles; 85 assorted Toyota vehicles; 50 Ankai buses; 40 Jeep J8 vehicles; some Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) equipment; large quantities of communication/surveillance equipment; varying
quantities of weapons and four un-maned aerial vehicle systems; and the Ghana Navy has taken delivery of four offshore security vessels and four Zodiac boats. (P58)

We have also continued the process of upgrading the housing needs of the security services. The Barracks Regeneration Project Phases I and II, the Military Housing Project Phases I and II and the Ghana Military Academy Infrastructure project are expected to be completed and handed over by the end of May this year. (P59)

Mr Speaker, we continue to pay attention to the Police Service. We can now see more of the police on our streets in the urban areas. Ever so gradually, driving on our roads is becoming more orderly. I note that even motorbike riders now stop at traffic lights. Things are improving. Five hundred and four (504) housing units, comprising 72; one bedroom and 432 self-contained units have been completed for the Police Service. Recently, I delivered 100 pickups, 600 motorbikes and six armoured personnel carriers to the Police Service to boost operational capacity. For the first time in our nation’s history, the Police Service has dedicated helicopters to help with their operations. (P60)

Mr Speaker, I must share some good news with the House. I am particularly proud of the dramatic intervention government has made to tackle the long-lasting and utterly disgraceful problem of dilapidated and inadequate number of courts in our country. Many of the courts have not been fit for purpose, and do not provide suitable facilities for the efficient administration of justice. The inadequacy means that people have to travel long distances to gain access to courts. As someone who for years earned my living as a practising lawyer, I have first-hand experience of the unacceptable state of courthouses around the country and I am glad to inform the House that we are resolving this problem. Through the Ministry of Local Government and the District Assembly Common Fund, Government has embarked on the construction of 120 courthouses with accompanying accommodations for judges across the country. Indeed, 60 have been completed, and the others are at various stages of completion. For the first time ever, we have the happy situation of purpose-built courthouses with accommodations that are waiting for judges to be appointed to put them to use. (P61)

Six new Regional High Courts, fitted with judges’ residences, are also being constructed in the new regions, i.e., Ahafo, Bono East, North East, Oti, Savannah and Western North. Three of the courts, that is those in North East, Oti, and Savannah have been completed and commissioned. Those in Ahafo, Bono East and Western North Regions will be completed by April. (P62)

Mr Speaker, I had the pleasant duty on October 17, 2022, to commission a new, modern Court of Appeal complex in Kumasi, together with 20 townhouses and a guesthouse to serve as permanent residences for Court of Appeal Judges based in Kumasi, who are mandated to handle appeals from the northern part of the country. The Asantehene, Otumfuo Osei Tutu II, who generously gave the land, was present at the ceremony. It is a truly magnificent site and I recommend it to Honourable Members who go to Kumasi to pay a visit and see it for themselves. (P63)

In addition, 210 vehicles were, earlier in 2022, distributed to all judges in the Supreme Court, Court of Appeal, High Court and Lower Courts. (P64)

Mr Speaker, it is a well-known fact that, in this administration, TVET and STEM feature frequently in all conversations about education. Technical and vocational education is being given the place of honour they deserve. Since the re-alignment and introduction of free TVET, enrolment in TVET schools have increased from 13,000 in 2021 to 47,000, and all the indications are that this is a trend that will continue. In 2022, the TVET service recruited 3,400 staff, the highest in the history of TVET in Ghana, to accommodate this development. (P65)

I was told last week about one young person who was placed in Achimota School in the current school placement exercise and has turned it down to go to a STEM school. I think we are making progress. The strides we are making in education are already
changing lives and changing the narrative. As of this year, nearly two million young people have benefitted from the free SHS policy. Predictions that the policy would lead to a lowering of standards proved wide of the mark. On the contrary, the results under the free SHS have shown a systematic improvement and as a result, 2 million young people have either found a pathway to further education, training, apprenticeships or employment because of the free SHS policy. (P66)

I am proud of the additional infrastructure in education, especially the provision of ultra-modern classroom blocks for several schools, which are equipped with laboratories, ICT centres and libraries; the establishment of ten 10 STEM centres across the country including one in Accra to aid the study of engineering and robotics. Construction has started at the University of Agricultural Science in Bunso in the Eastern Region. (P67)

Mr Speaker, apart from the enhancement of revenue and the judicious use of resources, we are all agreed that we need to do something about our huge import bill. Last year, I set up a five-member ad hoc Cabinet committee to work on a policy to enhance domestic production and export development with a four-fold strategy to: (1) reduce the country’s import bill in the short-, medium- and long-term; (2) enhance domestic productive capacity in selected products; (3) generate widespread employment opportunities; and (4) diversify and expand our export capacity to Africa and beyond, especially through the vehicle of the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA). (P68)

In 2021, Ghana’s total import bill was put at US$13.7 billion, according to GRA/ICUMS. On the evidence of existing local productive capacity, we have identified a list of twenty (20) priority products in the categories of primary agricultural products, processed foods, and manufactured goods, where we can confidently enhance domestic production. Amongst these are rice, fish, poultry, fruit juice, sugar, tomatoes, vegetable oils, oil palm, fertilizers, pharmaceuticals, soaps and detergents, insulated wire, ceramic products, corrugated paper and paper board, cement/clinker, and motor vehicles. (P69)

The report on the implementation modalities to enhance domestic productive capacity in these products has been prepared and, once confirmed, the new Minister for Trade & Industry will roll out urgently a series of initiatives to implement the policy. (P70)

I want, at this stage, to make mention of one particular programme that has been introduced by the Government to address the needs of the youth and women, the YouStart programme. This programme seeks to support young entrepreneurs to gain access to capital, market, training and technical skills, compliance and quality assurance support and business development support services that will enable them start, build and grow their own businesses. (P71)

Mr. Speaker, the YouStart programme was successfully piloted in 2022 with seventy (70) youth-led businesses benefiting from the initial GH¢1.98 million. Subsequently, a total of two hundred and eighty-eight thousand, eight hundred (288,800) applications have been received and are being processed by the Ghana Enterprise Agency for full operation. (P72)

Mr. Speaker, Government remains committed to infrastructure development. Working with the private sector, we continue to explore the use of Public-Private Partnership arrangements as a financing alternative to the delivery of critical public infrastructure, such as the Accra-Tema Motorway Extensions, Accra-Takoradi Motorway, and Sogakope-Lome Transboundary Water Supply Projects. (P73)

In addition, Mr. Speaker, the seven hundred- and fifty-million-dollar ($750 million) AFRExim Bank facility, which has been secured, will make it possible for us to construct many other roads and interchanges, including the long-awaited four-tier Suame Interchange. (P74)
Mr. Speaker, we have now reached the point where we feel the impact of technology as an irreversible way of life. We have digitised many processes; the Ghana Card has become a one-stop shop for Ghanaian identity and its usages. (P75)

We are fully convinced that our embrace of, and investment in information technology and the digital infrastructure will help us to redefine our traditional concepts of time, space, speed and nature of conducting business within our society, economy and culture. Information technology helps all segments of society to be integrated and transformed through connectivity, in facilitating the production, distribution, and consumption of information within the whole economy and society. (P76)

We have integrated many processes within the digital environment, and for this we have to recognise the efforts of many component parts of the government, such as the Ministry of Communications and Digitalisation, the National Identification Authority, and especially the Vice President, Dr. Alhaji Mahamudu Bawumia, who, I understand, has been nicknamed E-Bawumia. Our need for technological reinforcement within all our structures and spaces is unending, and we will continue to push the frontiers of our engagement with the technologies of information, economic development and human transformation. (P77)

We must be cheered by the improvements being made in the National Health Insurance Scheme (NHIS) to make access easier. The scheme is currently one of the better-digitalised institutions, and I hope they get the public support that they need. I note, in particular, with satisfaction, that they have developed a self-enrolment mobile application (My NHIS App) that allows Ghana Card holders to self-enrol in the scheme and this application enables registration and renewal for oneself and others by linking NHIS cards to Ghana cards. In 2022, over 5 million members’ data was linked to their Ghana card to enable them to access healthcare using the card. (P78)

The National Health Insurance Authority has also improved its claims management processes with an emphasis on e-claims and paperless systems at all four Claims Processing Centres. In the year under review, electronic claims processing was about seventy per cent (70%) of all claims submissions. As of 31st December 2022, the scheme paid a total claim of GH¢1.014 billion to health service providers. (P79)

Mr Speaker, our drone delivery service is firmly established and Ghana now has six centres for Zipline drone services, making Ghana the largest aerial logistics distribution network in the world. Zipline, through the national-scale drone delivery services, has delivered some 14.8 million (14,809,463) units of life-saving medicals, vaccines, and blood products to health facilities in Ghana by the end of 2022. Childhood vaccines top the list with the delivery of 8.3 million doses, followed by 2.05 million doses of COVID-19 vaccines. (P80)

Mr. Speaker, I must say, however, that the current shortage of some childhood vaccines in the country has concerned me greatly. This shortage, if prolonged, will affect negatively Ghana’s Childhood Immunisation Programme, which has been recognised as one of the most successful in the world. The WHO has only recently expressed worry about a steady decline in measles vaccination coverage globally, because of the concentration on the fight against COVID-19. (P81)

In accordance with our desire not to become part of this global trend, Government has taken steps to ensure that stocks of these vaccines are procured and supplied, as a matter of emergency. The Ghana Health Service has developed an elaborate programme to catch up on children who have missed their vaccinations immediately stocks arrive. (P82)

Mr. Speaker, I want to encourage all parents and caregivers to ensure that eligible children are vaccinated, once this programme begins. No child should be denied access to vaccination. Mercifully, so far, not a single child has died as a result of the outbreak. (P83)

This House has already passed into law the National Vaccine Institute Bill, which is yet to be brought for
my assent. In the near future, this Institute will ensure that, no matter what happens to the global vaccine supply chain, we can produce our own vaccines locally. (P84)

Mr. Speaker, government continues to prioritise agriculture as one of the driving forces for economic transformation. The experiences and lessons from the COVID-19 pandemic and the Russia-Ukraine conflict justify sufficiently our increased investment in the agricultural sector. Indeed, the sector recorded significant successes, with an average growth rate of 6.28% from 2017 to 2021. The consistent growth over the period has translated into improved food security, job opportunities along agricultural value chains and availability of raw materials for industry. (P85)

To address the vexed issue of post-harvest losses, we have constructed some 65 warehouses, with the remaining 15 at the advanced stages of completion. This intervention is adding some 80,000 metric tonnes to the national grain storage capacity. US$29.9 million worth of machinery and equipment have been procured from Brazil to boost mechanisation. Government will, this year, commence preparatory works for establishing a Tractor and Backhoe Loader Assembly Plant in the Ashanti Region, and continue the capacity building of operators to ensure effective management and prolong the lifespan of agricultural machinery. (P86)

Mr Speaker, the impact of climate change and variability on global agricultural activities is a call to us, and, indeed, all countries, to adopt appropriate technologies and other innovative practices for sustainable agriculture and resilience against food insecurity. Government’s response has been to continue to invest in irrigation infrastructure on both large and small scales across the country. In 2022, government completed the rehabilitation and modernisation of large-scale irrigation schemes at Tono, Kpong and Kpong Left Bank projects. The three schemes are expected to provide 6,766 hectares of irrigable land for all-year-round crop production. Phases I and II of the Tamne Irrigation Project have also been completed, with Phase III of the project at 57% completion. (P87)

Mr Speaker, we are now at the most difficult stage of electricity provision around the country. The parts that are left are the very difficult-to-access areas. The National Electricity Access rate increased from 79.3% in 2016 to 88.54% in 2022, making us among the top six in Africa, and we are still expecting to achieve a 90% universal electricity access rate by 2024. To reduce transmission system losses and voltage fluctuations and to improve the overall quality of the power supply, old lines are being replaced on the Western, Eastern, Coastal and Middle corridors. It is worth noting that three new sub-stations have been commissioned between 2021 and 2022 thereby improving reliability and efficiency. (P88)

Mr Speaker, I am pleased to inform the House that the Electricity Company of Ghana, has since the last quarter of 2022, embarked on an aggressive digital transformation programme. (P89)

In the first phase of this programme, set to be completed by end of April 2023, the focus is on creating a cashless and efficient payment system. I am pleased to announce that, on 1st March 2023, all ECG District Offices became cashless. This is a major achievement by all standards. Since the start of this transformational programme, we have so far seen a 25% increase in monthly revenues. The second phase of the programme will see the digitisation of postpaid bills and the digital tagging of all metres. (P90)

In our estimation, these initiatives should increase the monthly revenues of ECG by some 40% before the end of this year. I firmly believe that the initiatives, which have been so boldly rolled out by ECG, will make revenue leakage a thing of the past, and address consumer pain points in their interactions with ECG. (P91)

Mr Speaker, we continue the fight against galamsey with the support of the security agencies, in the short term. However, we are determined to promote responsible small-scale mining through Community Mining Schemes. So far, 16 of these Schemes have been commissioned, with three more to be
commissioned by the end of this year. All these Schemes are supported with Gold Katchas, pieces of equipment designed to help small-scale miners extract gold from the ore without the use of mercury. (P92)

In 2021, I launched the National Alternative Employment and Livelihood Programme. The Programme employs several youth in the production of seedlings and reclamation of degraded mined lands. Currently, reclamation is ongoing over one thousand hectares (1,000ha) of degraded lands in Ashanti, Eastern and Western North Regions. (P93)

Mr. Speaker, on the international front, I should state that having gained a seat as a non-permanent member of the Security Council for the years 2022 and 2023, Ghana, as one of three Non-Permanent African Members, is working vigorously to push the Africa agenda, which includes the fight against terrorism, and the reform of the UN Security Council. I am pleased to state that good progress is being made on the reform of the UN Security Council. A US President, for the first time, in the person of President Joe Biden, and the French President, Emmanuel Macron, have both embraced the Reform process. It is our hope that the leaders of the three other P5 Members of the Security Council will soon do the same, and help bring about this much needed reform that will bring greater effectiveness to the work of the United Nations and the Security Council in the maintenance of international peace and security. (P94)

We continue to be active members of the African Union and ECOWAS, and support strongly measures both bodies have taken against unconstitutional changes in government in our Region. We are working with our partners in the Region to strengthen regional co-operation in the fight against the terrorist menace in West Africa, hence our commitment to the Accra Initiative. (P95)

Mr Speaker, our decision to prioritise tourism, as a key policy for economic diversification, job creation and growth, is clearly paying off. The World Economic Forum Report 2021 Travel Index ranks Ghana as the number one tourism destination in West Africa. The potential contribution of tourism and the arts to GDP is, therefore, one that we must nurture and emphasise. (P96)

Both domestic and international tourism are rebounding significantly from the severely disruptive impact of COVID on the travel and tour industry. International arrivals nearly trebled last year, from a low of three hundred and fifty-five thousand, one hundred and eight (355,108) in 2020, to over nine hundred and fifteen thousand (915,000). Domestic visits to tourist sites are also up by over 55.7% during the period. All these have been made possible by deliberate marketing initiatives and upgrades of tourist infrastructure by the Ministry of Tourism, Arts and Culture and its Agency, the Ghana Tourism Authority. (P97)

“Beyond The Return” initiative, which I launched in 2019 as a sequel to the Year of Return, has re-ignited excitement about Ghana as the hub and a Mecca for the Global pan-African, a home every person of African descent must visit at least once in their lifetime. A few days ago, at a historic ceremony in Washington DC, we conferred Ghanaian citizenship on Mother Viola Fletcher (108 years) and her brother Uncle Red (102 years), two of the only three living survivors of the Tulsa Massacre of 1921. In May this year, I will be chairing a Tourism Stakeholder Retreat on “Rethinking Tourism for National Development & Job Creation”. I have tasked the Ministry and its Agency, the Ghana Tourism Authority, to work on the modalities to bring together all the stakeholders within the industry. Over the next couple of years, my government will deepen even further our efforts to make tourism a strong primary source of growth for the economy. (P98)

Mr Speaker, Monday was 6th March, our Independence Day, and this year we had the main celebrations in the Volta Region. (P99)

I made the decision to rotate the Independence Day anniversary celebrations in order to enhance the cohesion and unity of our nation, and to make it clear to all segments of our population that we are all part of the “One Ghana Project”. I am glad to inform the House that it was a happy and grand event, set
against the breathtakingly beautiful background of the Adaklu mountains. (P100)

Mr. Speaker, sixty-six (66) years since our independence, Ghana has taken steady strides to becoming a more developed country. The Ghana of 1957 is not the Ghana of 2023. We have come a long way since the days of our six million population, with very few modern amenities for its people, to today’s population of thirty-two million, with a growing stock of modern infrastructure, spanning drones to supply our medicines, to the Ghanacard which identifies each of us as proudly Ghanaian. As President, I have championed the innovation of policies and the execution of projects that have helped improve the quality of life of the Ghanaian people. And, God willing, I will continue on a path that brings the most benefit to the people of Ghana. (P101)

Things may be dire today, nonetheless, we must count our blessings. Our petrol stations have fuel, and we have been spared long, winding queues to fuel our vehicles. Our markets and shops are, by the Grace of God, well-stocked, and we have not been faced with the prospect of the rationing of basic necessities such as fruits and vegetables. Our children’s schooling has not been interrupted. We have continued to provide Free SHS, Free TVET and pay teacher and nursing training allowances. Our electricity supply has been consistent, and we have been spared the hardship of Dumsor during such a trying time. Our country continues to be stable and at peace. (P102)

Throughout history, there are many instances of nations going through periods where dark clouds create shadows that momentarily shield the yearned-for vision from sight. Such moments should not be ones in which despair takes over. Such moments call for strength of character, sense of purpose and an abiding commitment to the general good. (103)

Fellow Ghanaians, let us believe in ourselves, and in our capacity to overcome the problems that are before us. This is a phase, and, with every fibre of my being, I am certain that this too shall pass. We have done it before, and we will do it again. (104)

May God bless us all, and our homeland Ghana, and make her great and strong. (P105)

Mr. Speaker, I thank you for your attention. (P106)